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feuilletons, cruel and ironic, which pillory some unfortunate
citizen who has not lived up to Soviet ideals. For instance,
the director of the zoological garden at Sverdlovsk * a
certain Shubin, about once a week visits the supply organisa-
tion at Sverdlovsk to collect supplies for the animals. The
crocodile in the zoological gardens gets very few of these
supplies. The "lion's share" goes to Vedenskaya and
Sadetskaya, who work at the gardens, while the lion receives
sufficient only to feed a white mouse. Owing to these
systematic robberies ninety animals have died in the
Sverdlovsk zoo recently. Shubin, the director, exchanged
a yak for four pigs required for his own needs and three
silver foxes disappeared recently to be made into stoles....
It is said that at night the jackals in the Sverdlovsk zoo
complain that they are anything but jackals compared with
their director.'1
Such is the tone of the press from which the Soviet
citizen receives his daily pabulum of education in science.
Every day there is something about science:—A three^
column article praising Tsitsin's new wheat hybrids; a
series of articles on * The Earth and the Universe '; descrip-
tion of a new scientific institute for the synthetic and
perfumery industries, to' rationalise methods of production
of synthetic goods, scent, soap," and eau-de-cologne';
flight of the scientific balloon * U.S.S.R.W.R. 70' to do
work for the hydrometeorological service of the Red Army
on atmospheric electricity; a chain of new' seismological
stations on Kamchatka; a review of scientific publications
of the Kirghiz Academy of Sciences; * The Glorious Feat
of Soviet Metallurgists in the Patriotic War'. Every
expedition, to study the Soviet Arctic, to measure cosmic
rays in the south, to collect fossils from Siberia or folk-
music from Tadzhikstan—and there are scores of such
expeditions every summer—is written up in the papers in
a way likely to appeal to the intelligent man. The 1945
total eclipse of the sun, for instance, was followed closely
1 Izvestiya, 18.7.45.

